ATLAS CAPITAL CENTER

PODGORICA,
Description:

The Atlas Capital Center site is located on the major intersection at the entrance of Podgorica. This multi-purpose complex features business and administrative zones, commercial and service trade contents, business suites, underground garages, Pedestrian Square and business apartments towards the more peaceful part of the location. The Atlas Capital Center will be a future landmark of Podgorica, representing an unique and impressive city gate with its nine-floor structure.

Lindner was commissioned with large parts of the interior fit-out in numerous parts of the complex. In order to give each of the apartments its own identity, Lindner completed customised fit-outs for the tenants. The local subsidiary Lindner d.o.o. Podgorica facilitated the communication for all parties involved and ensured the successful completion of the project.
Completed Works:

- Tiling and flagstone works
- Natural and artificial stone works
- Floor covering works
- Fit-out for tenants
- Raised floor systems